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Finding refuge at a secret location in the south of France, Allie almost convinces herself she's safe -

until Nathaniel's guards attack. Then she's on the run again, and forced to return to the one place

she can truly call home: Cimmeria Academy.But when she arrives, she barely recognises it.

Tensions are on a knife edge. Now most of the students have deserted the school, the teachers

can't be trusted and guards are in charge. Worse, Nathaniel is close - very close - to getting

everything he wants.Desperate to do something - anything! - to stop him, Allie agrees to accompany

Lucinda on a dangerous late-night mission. But in doing so, is she putting her friends' lives at

risk?Carter and Sylvain are both ready to fight by her side - and prove their love. Allie knows she

must make up her mind once and for all about who she really wants. No one will wait for ever. The

time for indecision is over. Everything is at stake and winner takes all...
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Wow just finished the whole series and what a journey this night schools has been on glad to finally

know the ending but sad it ended. Very happy on who she finally choose she loved!!! took her long

enough but super happy she choose him. I won't say his name I don't want to give that part away for



those who haven't finished the series. If you are looking for a series that keeps you on your toes

and can't wait to see what happens next this series is for you. I would have liked more romance

between Allie and the boy she finally pick but that's not that kind of series. I hope there will be

another book to this series one day and there will be more of Allie and her boyfriend story now that

she finally chosen him.

The fourth book in the Night School series, Resistance shines brighter than the three previous

installments. Daugherty's smart, tight writing ramps up the tension, making readers care even more

about Allie and the other characters at the British boarding school -- Cimmeria -- whose students

have the capacity (and legacy) to shape national and international politics. I've always believed the

series had crossover appeal to readers outside the YA market and book four makes this even more

evident. The reader never gets lost in the action because Daugherty's style keeps the reader

focused and acutely aware of the stakes at all times. The love triangle continues but the haunting,

thriller storyline takes center stage. (Still, I was pleased in Allie's ultimate choice.) I erroneously

thought this was the end of the saga and found myself frustrated that I have to wait for the final

outcome. A happy problem, indeed.

The suspense is great. Poor Allie just can't get out of the fire without moving into an even hotter

one. She's torn between two boys as well as being a pawn in a game between her grandmother and

someone who could be considered an uncle. What is she to do? She has to side with with her

grandmother, because Nathanial has shown he is crazy but while she has the appearance of choice

her grandmother is maneuvering her without her knowledge. Every time she tries to move on her

own, everything blows up. Her world is falling apart but she is still hanging in there. I can't wait to

see how she handles everything in the next book. For her boy troubles, she needs to make up her

mind. I know she seems to make a decision in this book, but she also made a different decision in

the beginning. Unless this final move really is the FINAL decision, I like the idea that she is still

undecided.

I enjoyed the first three books in this series but this one was just was awful. The internal dialogue

drove me crazy and the one she realizes she loves was just beyond stupid. The chemistry was so

obvious with one yet her choice felt forced. I have read so many YA and adult books and it's not all

the time that you can actually feel the chemistry so that is what made this so beyond ridiculous. I

honestly haven't decided if I will buy the final book even though I would wonder how this series



ended.

I loved this book because she finally realizes she loves a particular person, who I really wanted her

to fall for! However, the cliffhanger is killing me. Overall, this book is the best I've read in a while. I

recommend this to anyone who likes " The Ghost Bird" series by C.L Stone or the " Element

Preservers" series by Alycia Linwood. And, finally, I sincerely hope that what you mean by the 5th

book coming out in 2015 is that it's coming out on the first of January.

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚ËœÃ‚ÂºÃƒÂ¯Ã‚Â¸Ã‚Â•

Great series!! I picked the first book up and couldn't put it down!! I started the series a couple days

ago and im almost done with it!! I couldn't stop reading it. I highly recommend this series. You won't

be disappointed!!

I thought the wait was endless, I was so into this saga I re-read the previous books over and over

trying to figure out which way it was going to go. I wanted to love this book but I'm not sure I liked

the way it developed. Somehow I understand C.J.'s trying to get us hooked but instead I feel the

story is barely moving and I feel Allie's indecision is killing my interest, also is about time the good

ones actually start winning some battles...

Nathaniel has gone to far this time, he has called for a parley with Lucinda but she must bring Allie

along with her to the trap he has set. Carter, Christopher have helped Allie escape the attack.

Things seem okay to leave the safe house they had been hiding in, when they were attacked again

leaving Carter behind.y
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